FLOOR MONITORS

•UNPOWERED

CM 215

unpowered

The CM series represents the KS AUDIO line of well proven floor monitors. The design is compact, slick, and universally applicable in situations where the best audio reproduction is desired.
The CM210, the most compact and basic product is a must for each rental company and show.
CM 112, if you want the best sound on a budget price this is the one!
Switchable between full range and biamped.
CM 215 the absolute power packed full range or biamped unit in the line up.
All floor monitors are designed to operate as a main PA speaker as well. As a floor monitor, the wider dispersion is vertical and as a main enclosure, the wider dispersion is horizontal. The 45
degree angling of the speaker enclosure results in an even dispersion at ear level. The artist has a large sweet spot to use without risking feedback or loss of definition
The speaker cabinet construction is, like all KS AUDIO systems, built from birch plywood with an extremely robust charcoal colored polyurethane coating. At your request the finish available
can be changed to any desired color from the RAL color charts. There is a pole mount in the bottom of the cabinet and a protective steel grill on the front, with or without acoustic foam, are
further features of this high-quality product. Also, all of these monitors have four M6 threaded rigging points on them for permanent installations as well as recessed speaker inputs (one on
each side) as well as a handle on each side to allow for one or 2 hand operation.
These floor monitors can be used as FOH PA top boxes and as such can be combined with several of the KS AUDIO subwoofers (see: there is a pole mount insert in each product).

Technical Specifications

frequency response
output SPL (pink noise at 6dB crest factor)
dispersion angle (horizontal x vertical in degrees)
recommended amplifier / system controller type
transducers
power rms / peak in Watts (AES standard)
amplification / x-over
input / output connectors
cabinet
grill
finish
dimensions (height x width x depth)
weight (without options)
features
options

CM 215 unpowered

50 - 18,000Hz +/- 3dB
126dB / 132dB peak
90 x 40 CD-horn
KS CA 4D or TA 4D / D MOD® or FIRMOD®
15” cone + 2” driver
300 + 70 / 600 + 140
bi-amp or fullrange (switchable) / 1,000Hz
Speakon NL4
birch plywood
perforated RVS + acoustic foam (inside)
charcoal polyurethane
40 x 67 x 52 cm 15.7” x 26.4” x 20.5”
32 kg 70 lbs
35mm pole mount, 2 x M6 mounting points
bracket in U-shape, black HD cover,
finish available in 200 RAL colors

